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Sapa Building System AB is 
the leading supplier of aluminium 
building systems in Scandinavia.

Sapa Building System AB develop and market systems for 

doors, windows, facades, glazed roofs and solar shading.  

We control the entire chain from production of dies, extrusion 

of profiles, surface treatment, and insulation to stocking system 

profiles and accessories. We are ISO 9001 certified. Our products 

are manufactured by independent licensed fabricators. Their  

commitment can comprise from know-how, support and  

consulting to production, delivery, installation, and after sales 

service of the products.

Sapa Building System AB has been active on the market for over 

thirty years. Since then we have developed efficient products and 

extensive testing has also been carried out to relevant BS and EN 

test standards.

Our building system is adapted to the architectural entirety. Four 

combinable systems can be used to create a variety of applica-

tions and functions. With many years of experience in developing 

functional and architectural solutions Sapa offers a flexible building 

system with space for new ideas.

Our independent fabricators are trained on an ongoing basis to 

manufacture and supply our high performing systems.

 

Sapa AB is divided into three core business areas:  

Profiles, Building System and Heat Transfer. 

Sapa develops, manufactures and markets value added profiles, 

profile based building systems and heat exchanger strips in light 

weight aluminium and is the leading independent manufacturer  

in the world.

Sapa’s business concept is based on a close co-operation with its 

customers, who are mainly located in Europe, North  

America and Asia. Major customer segments include construction, 

transport, household, office and engineering industries.
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Aka, Norway

Exclusive office building in Hønefoss

Facility: Aka Office building    
Architect: SG Arkitektur AS/ 
Eiendomsservice Ringerike AS    
Fabricator: H.Glass AS  
System: Façades 4150, Doors 2074    
Surface finish: Powder coated RAL 7016
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Metropol - Hjørring Citycenter, Danmark

Welcoming and open centre

Sapa Building System Facts 

Facility: Metropol
Construction year: 2006-2008
Place: Hjørring
Proprietor: A. Enggaard A/S
Contractor: A. Enggaard A/S
Fabricator: ap facader a/s
Architect: schmidt/ hammer/ lassen architects

Glazed roof: 5050
Façades: 4150
Doors: 2074
Windows: 1074
Glass type, external:SGG COOL-LITE SKN 178
Surface finish:  
Powder coating.  
Façades and windows: RAL 9004 gloss 30.  
Roof, internal: RAL 9003 gloss 30.

The architect’s description

Metropol is located in the centre of Hjørring town and contains shops, cafés, restaurants, and a  
library, as well as fitness and business facilities. Metropol is bright, light-weight and situated in the 
city centre. The main impression of the building is welcoming and open.

The individual parts of the building are adapted to the town and its scale. When you look from  
Parallelvej street, you can see the office building rising as a landmark, while its height towards the 
north and the west is adapted to the surrounding buildings. The centre opens towards the town and 
its surroundings are for the benefit of the inhabitants. A town square has been created in Østergade 
street, which will provide a framework for the town’s life and at the same time mark the entrance to 
the centre. A library and several cafes facing the Amtmandstoften street open towards the green 
park. Large openings penetrating through all floor levels create an open and welcoming atmosphere, 
the whole interior gets bright, Scandinavian tone. A touch of curved lines all over the centre gives 
an experience of calmness and clarity. From the inside of the centre you can get to Hjørring library, 
which is located on the green roof surface of Metropol.

Schmidt Hammer Lassen
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Hverven Atrium, Hønefoss, Norway

The glass façade reflects the trees
Sapa Building System Facts

Facility: Hverven Atrium, Construction year: 2006, Place: Hønefoss, Proprietor: ThermoBYGG AS, Fabricator: FasadeConsult AS, Design and  

construction management: Roar Jørgensen AS, Architect: Årstiderne Arkitekter AS, Façade: 4150, 3074, Façade, internal: 4150, fire rating E30,  
Glazed roof: 5050, Doors: 2074, 2074, fire rating EI60, Glass: Stopray carat 52/26, Façade glass: 6 mm, RAL 6027-D77HM,  
Surface finish: Powder coating, RAL 7016
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The architect’s description 

The main principle of the building is based on two bright concrete frames which are displaced 

in relation to each other. The long façades are covered with a light combination of glass and  

infill panels. The two frames are placed at a certain distance from each other and create an 

open atrium between the wings. This space contains a core of the building in which such 

secondary functions as toilets, meeting rooms and staircases have been located. This main 

principle creates an open and flexible layout, where there is a visual contact in all directions 

between the tenant areas on the different floor levels. On the bottom level of the atrium there 

is a common canteen with a view to all the floors and the nature outside the building. During 

daytime the glass façade reflects the trees in the surrounding forest. In the twilight, the window 

areas are visible in the façade if the light is switched on inside. These window areas give the 

entire building an exciting and marked appearance.

The main entrance is located in the long façade of the building. From there to enter directly into 

the lobby with a view over the open atrium and the main staircase further up. Parking places 

are provided in the surrounding area. Green and paved areas have been arranged in connec-

tion with the entrance and the atrium’s glass façades, but the main purpose was to preserve 

the natural vegetation as close as possible to the building.

The leading idea was to create a light and airy building with a simple main structure and a view 

over the surroundings.

During the construction work an attempt was made to affect as little as possible of the park 

area. The top layer with heather, moss and other plants was restored on the affected areas 

around the building and the parking lots. The building has 5 floors and a total height of approx. 

17 m. A smaller part in the core of the building is about 18 m high. The tree tops in the area are 

20-25 meteres high so the building sits below them. The construction of a 5 floor high building 

made it possible to preserve most of the existing vegetation.

Roar Jørgensen
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The architect’s description

The swimming complex has been designed as a large vaulted roof 

over a simple glazed volume. It contains an open swimming landscape 

facing the south and a more closed, three floors high part with locker 

rooms, fitness and well-being facilities, office, etc. facing the north. 

The bowed, soft roof surface reaches the ground in the north near the 

school. This gives the building a direction and character, embraces the 

sports park and marks the beginning of an activity street starting from 

the central square. The main entrance with a lobby faces the central 

square. There is an additional entrance on the west side, combined 

with a summer entrance to the outdoor pool area.

The open swimming landscape has a good contact with the green  

surroundings and announces the function of the building to the out-

side. Strong emphasis was paid to the functional organisation of the  

different activities combined with a good overview and openness.  

You do not stay in a closed room, but in a part of a bigger landscape 

protected by a simple roof surface and surrounded by transparent 

walls providing protection from the weather conditions.

The swimming landscape has a good visual contact with the central 

square, the activity street, the swimming park with the outdoor pool 

and the leisure area along the west façade.

The locker room part looks like a more or less independent, three 

floors high building.

The first floor encompasses the main locker room area with a direct 

access to the swimming landscape.

The second floor encompasses the fitness and well-being facilities 

with a visual contact with the swimming landscape.

The third floor encompasses the offices with a visual contact with the 

swimming landscape, as well as the personnel cloakrooms and the 

technical room.

Thore Svingen

Drammensbadet, Norway

The most stylish swimming 
complex in Norway
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Sapa Building System Facts 

Facility: Drammensbadet    
Construction year: 2008  
Place: Drammen    
Proprietor:  Drammens Eiendom Kb    
Fabricator: FasadeConsult AS 
Architect: BFS Arkitekter AS 
Contractor: Strøm Gundersen as  

Façade: 4150 with Add profiles and horizontal special profiles with 15° gradient 
Windows: 4074 outward opening    
Doors: 2050, 2074, fire rating EI30  
Glass: 6.38 Lam - 16arg – 6.38 Lam Energy Super Neutral   
Coloured glass: 8.76 Lam - 16arg - 6 Hardened Energy Super Neutral  
Colours according to Vanceva palette 
Surface finish: Powder coating, RAL 7010
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Aalborg University, Denmark

The windows must follow the architecture

The architect’s description 

The Aalborg University together with the University Building Authority 
asked us to design new windows to replace the approximately 30 years 
old wooden windows which had been installed when building the uni-
versity. The windows were partly rotten, especially in some unfavourable 
locations and the scope of repair work became too extensive.

The refurbishment was supposed to include several buildings, and taking 
into account the substantial number of window units, it was possible to 
develop a special design for the Aalborg University.

Different alternatives were discussed, including aluminium, wood/alu-
minium and hardwood windows, but since the maintenance requirements 
were important, the aluminium solution was prioritized. However, a few 
replacements had already taken place at the university flat and boring 
profiles had been used, which differed strongly from the very character-
istic, deeply shaped profiles of the original wooden windows.

The university’s architects were therefore very precise in their speci-
fication of the new windows. The windows should be faithful to the 
architecture and follow the existing aesthetics. We shared this approach 
fully and prepared a design which was offered and developed in detail 
together with the fabricator.

The first part of the replacement project was relatively limited, but it 
gave us the possibility to adjust the final design and form on site, taking 
into account a few surprises that occurred.

The second part of the replacement process has now been completed 
and both the proprietor and we are very satisfied with the result. The  
aesthetic qualities of the wooden windows can be found in the new 
ones, but the properties of aluminium make the profiles appear sharper 
and more precise. The new windows have become a discreet addition 
to the architectural expression of the buildings.

John Mortensen

Brick wall Insulation

Insulation and sealing

Concrete element
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Sapa Building System Facts 

Facility: Aalborg University 

Replacement of windows: 200�-200�  

Place: Aalborg    

Proprietor: AAU, Aalborg University    

Fabricator: ap facader a/s 

Architect: Kjær og Richter A/S  

Windows: 10�4, project designed special profiles  

Glass type: SGG COOL-LITE SKN 1�� 

Surface finish: Powder coating, RAL 9010
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Falbe in Randers, Denmark

Elegant industrial architecture

The architect’s description 

The new domicile of the G. Falbe Hansen company has a 

perfect exposition towards the E45 near Randers. The new 

headquarters present a simple and elegant industrial archi-

tecture which radiates quality and innovation.

The buildings do not abuse their architectural means of 

expression, but are limited to an easily understandable 

design and a graphically effective colour palette, which 

emphasises the interplay between the different building 

volumes. There is a white long building facing the road, 

with large, glazed end parts supported on columns, en-

suring both visibility and view – it forms the “head” of the 

facility. Behind it, there is the dark, larger volume of the 

warehouse building. With its advanced hanger transport 

system, it forms the ”body” of the facility.

You enter the premises through the red entrance part on 

the side of the building. The red colour, extending both 

into and out of the building, gives the customers and the 

personnel a special experience when entering or leaving 

the building – an indication of Falbe’s transition from a 

manufacturing to a trading company, in which impressions, 

brand and innovation are a part of the product. Falbe is 

in the middle of the process of re-inventing itself without 

compromising the quality and the new domicile creates 

the physical framework for this development to continue.

 Kim Risager

Facility: Falbe AS     
Construction year: 200�  

Place: Randers    

Proprietor: G. Falbe Hansen A/S   

Fabricator: KBL Metalbyg ApS 

Architect: Arkitema  A/S 

Contractor: KPC Byg A/S

Façades: 41�0    

Windows: 10�4  

Doors: 20�4   

Glass type:  
SGG COOL-LITE SKN 1��    

Surface finish, façades:  
Powder coating, ext. RAL 900� 

Powder coating, int. RAL 900� 

Surface finish, windows: 
Powder coating, ext. RAL 9010 

Powder coating, int. RAL 900�
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Falbe in Randers, Denmark

Elegant industrial architecture
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Sara Lee, Denmark

The lobby is the 
heart of the house

The architect’s description 

The project consists of an office building located in Middelfart, close to the 
E20 motorway near exit no. 58, which is an optimum location. The area 
bears the stamp of the vicinity of the Little Belt and the view over the bridge.

The building is situated in such a way that it is visible from all angles when 
arriving via Jyllandsvej street, the Bogensevej street or the internal access 
road. Therefore, it has been designed without a back side and can be ex-
posed equally well in directions – the office floors are extended along and 
embrace Jyllandsvej street, thus ensuring a working place with a view for 
most of the employees.

The house forms a framework for the office activities, while it is the central 
lobby that plays the role of the heart and the outward face – the different 
departments are turned directly toward it. The same symbolism is used in 
the façade which forms a frame around the entrance, the meeting rooms 
and the canteen – a frame bearing the company logo. A third, south-east 
wing can be added following the same principle.

The lobby is the heart of the house – it is elegant with the light coming  
from above and the view over the slightly lowered canteen; the long flights 
of stairs, the meeting rooms, the canteen, the auditorium and the show-
room appear as solitary elements. The reception is located directly by the 
entrance, but it is also a part of the office section; a lounge is located above 
and a “corporate wall” with company information has been placed here.

The office floors have been conceived as extremely flexible units, where  
all the necessary installation intensive functions have been collected in the 
central bearing core, which provides for a full flexibility between an open  
office landscape and office cells of different sizes. It is a logical system 
which satisfies the individual needs of the different floors, including, for  
example, an internal staircase.

Allan Overkjær Christensen
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Sapa Building System Facts 

Facility: Sara Lee     
Construction year: 2007  
Place: Middelfart (Fyn)   
Proprietor: Sara Lee A/S   
Fabricator: KBL Metalbyg ApS 
Architect: Årstiderne Arkitekter A/S 
Contractor: KPC A/S

Façades: 4150    
Doors: 2074    
Glass type: SGG COOL-LITE SKN 178 
Surface finish: Clear anodised
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The architect’s description 

Kinnarps Interior Stockholm gathers its forces near the 
Nacka roundabout in Sickla. A new house has been 
built here which contains a showroom, offices and a 
service warehouse for the Stockholm region.

On the entrance floor, there is a bistro and a reception. 
Kinnarps’ exhibition starts here and then extends over 
two more floors of the building which can be accessed 
via a spectacular staircase with a ”news wall”. Floors 
number four and five contain Kinnarps’ offices, where 
the salespersons sit close to the stairs leading to the 
exhibition in order to be at hand when needed.

The premises have been kept simple and neutral with 
regard to colour and form so that the furniture and the 
textiles become even more exposed, as in an art gallery. 
The façade glass is lighter in the exhibition part in order 
to ensure maximum visibility, while it is darker higher up 
in the building in order to keep the sun’s heat out.

Lars Westerberg

Kinnarps Interior, Stockholm

Sweden’s biggest furnishing 
house for offices, schools 
and care institutions

Sapa Building System Facts  

Facility: Kinnarps Interiör     
Construction year: 2008     
Place: Sickla, Stockholm    
Proprietor: Kinnarp Sickla AB    
Fabricator: GlasLindberg Fasad AB    
Architect: ON Arkitekter AB     
Façades: 4150    
Doors: 2074, 2074 fire rating EI 30   
Glass, floors 0-2: 8 Lam. - 15 arg. - 8 Lam.  
   energy glass with warm edge   
Glass, floors 4-10:  HP Brilliant 50/25 
Surface treatment: Powder coating, external  
   – RAL 9005, internal – 9010
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Information and support

 Denmark: 
Sapa Building System 
Langhøjvej 1 Indgang A 8381 Tilst  
Phone +45 86 16 00 19 00  
Fax +45 86 16 00 79  
e-mail: system.dk@sapagroup.com  
www.sapabuildingsystem.dk

Finland: 
Sapa Building System
Sinikalliontie 18 A, 02630 Espoo  
Phone +358 9 86 78 280  
Fax +358 9 86 78 28 20 
e-mail: system.fi@sapagroup.com 
www.sapabuildingsystem.fi

Lithuania: 
Sapa Building System  
Kirtimu g.47, 02244 Vilnius  
Phone +370-5 2102587  
Fax +370-5 2102589 
e-mail: system.lt@sapagroup.com 
www.sapabuildingsystem.lt

Norway:  
Sapa Building System 
Pb. 34, 2027 Kjeller  
Phone +47 63 89 21 00  
Fax +47 63 89 21 20 
e-mail: system.no@sapagroup.com 
www.sapabuildingsystem.no

United Kingdom:
Scandinavian Architectural System 
Red Hill House, Hope Street,  
Saltney, Chester CH4 8BU  
Phone +44 1244 681 350  
Fax +44 1244 681 220 
e-mail: system.uk@sapagroup.com 
www.sapagroup.com/sas

HEADOFFICE SWEDEN:

Sapa Building System AB  
574 81 Vetlanda Phone +46 383 942 00 Fax +46 383 76 19 80 
e-mail: system.se@sapagroup.com www.sapabuildingsystem.se

AGENTS

Hungary: 
Vetlanda Kft.  
Szabó Illunka u. 22, HU-1015 Budapest  
Phone +36 12 25 06 41  
Fax +36 12 25 06 42 
e-mail: tamas.kiss@vetlanda.hu  
www.vetlanda.hu

Nordikal Kft   
Bartók Béla út 152, HU-1113 Budapest 
Phone +36 1 204 0052  
Fax +36 1 204 0053 
e-mail: zatyko.csaba@nordikal.hu  
www.nordikal.hu

Iceland: 
Gluggasmidjan hf.  
Vidarhöfda 3, 112 Reykjavik  
Phone +354 577 50 50  
Fax +354 577 50 51 
e-mail: gunnargud@gluggasmidjan.is 
www.gluggasmidjan.is

SAPA BU ILD ING SYSTEM AB OFF ICES
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